Do you sometimes feel unsure when you are going to work in projects?

The following scenario is not unusual.

Your immediate superior enters your room and informs you that the company has got a project and that you will be project manager. It is a very important project and you must not fail. It must be finished within three months and you are supposed to deliver according to the contract you get from your superior.

The following questions are rather common:
- What do I do now? Three months is rather soon and there is Easter holidays during this period.
- How do I start the project?
- Who are my colleagues and what shall we deliver?
- How should I tackle this work task?

During training we give you the answers to these questions and to many more. You will learn to handle all possible situations that occur.

IPMA-registered Project Management Training

Project Management Training is designed for those who want to be certified according to the IPMA at levels B, C and D or who want to learn to work as project managers in different environments.

**Training method**

This training is IPMA-registered as a project programme, since it is on over 160 hours. The course is intended for anyone who wants to learn all the important stages of project work and leadership. They are basic skills that are adapted to all modern requirements for project managers. The education is aimed at everyone who really want to learn how to get project management to work in all types of environments and businesses. Basically based training on classic water falls model that we build on with some new techniques such as Agile and Lean.

The training takes place in class rooms during about five months since we believe that learning happens over time. The training includes eleven course days of which six are spent on project management training and five on leadership training. We fully agree on the fact that these two parts must be coherent. Therefor we have developed a leadership training that is custom made for the project parts that we teach. We focus a lot on leadership where the key to success usually is found.

The course participants turn the theoretical knowledge they obtain into practical experience by working on a project at home parallel with the theoretical training. This is fed back continuously during the training to learn from experience.

The course includes documentation in the form of compendiums, binders and books.

**Expert trainers**

Should you get certified, this is the right course for you. It applies both on level B, C and D, since our teachers have been certified on IPMA B-level and today operates as project managers. This is a basic requirement and gives a lot back to the course participants.

Our project management trainers are extremely experienced project managers, who are active or have been active in different companies and organizations. They have extensive experience in working with a variety of projects.

Many examples from the projects they have worked with, and how they have solved problems encountered in these projects, will be given during the training.

**Extra**

You will also receive a voucher during the course that gives you free support from your teachers during and after the training, both within leadership and project management.

**Contact**

Anita Krantz
0733-356 600
anita.krantz@projekthantering.se

Ledarskap & Projekthantering Sverige AB
Almvägen 13
372 53 Kallinge
IPMA-registered Project Management Training

Course content
Project management – six days
We base the training on a waterfall model and expand it with different tools depending on the kind of projects. Our starting point is the nine areas of knowledge that a project manager must be able to handle:

- Project integration
- Goal management
- Quality management
- Planning and time management
- Financial management
- Leadership
- Communication
- Risk management
- Resource procurement and purchasing

Leadership – five days
- Team development and the individual’s role in the team
- Human behavior
- Motivational factors and their impact on work performance
- Situational leadership
- More effective communication
- Correlation between cooperation, decision making and performance